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A: You're printing in UTF-8, so the different bytes are all fine. The problem is in the column names. For print,.format() returns a format string for the output, which is also UTF-8. print(dataframe.columns, newline='') does not, and is thus printing the columns as per ANSI character set. You should do
print(dataframe.columns.tolist(), newline=''), to make sure the print is also UTF-8. Alternatively, you could convert your headers to bytes with bytearray() and print them as byte strings: dataframe.columns = dataframe.columns.tolist().encode('utf-8') print(dataframe.columns, newline='') If you're

doing it for a large number of columns, you may want to create a dictionary, and use the tolist() method to get the column names as bytes, which will be much faster: col_names = {col_name: i for i, col_name in enumerate(dataframe.columns)} print(col_names.tolist(), newline='') Note that the above
assumes that the number of columns will not change, since you'll only be re-enumerating the values if it does. If there is a chance that the dataframe will have more columns in the future, you should do this inside the with-statement, as the above code is running the loop every time you're outputting

the header, leading to the overhead of the value lookups: with open(path_to_csv, encoding='utf-8', newline='') as csv_file: df = pd.read_csv(csv_file, encoding='utf-8') for col_name in dataframe.columns.tolist(): dataframe[col_name] = dataframe[col_name].apply(lambda x: x.encode('utf-8'))
print(dataframe.columns, newline='') A: In Pandas, printing a DataFrame always outputs the headers: > df = pd.DataFrame({'a':['a'], 'b':['b']
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